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CHAPTER 1

ENERGY-EFFICIENT ROUTING OF AD HOC
NETWORKS

1.1 Introduction

During the last few years there has been a surge of interest in wireless AdHoc networks.

An Ad Hoc network, by defInition, is a distributed, mobile, wireless, multihop network that

operates without the benefIt of any existing infrastructure except for the nodes themselves. It

is quite different from the conventional cellular systems and wireless LANs that have been

developed in the commercial domain because of its lack of fIxed base stations. There are

many cases where Ad Hoc networks can support applications, such as mobile conferencing,

Personal Area Networks (PAN), sensor networks, etc. Since the operation of the node devices

relies only on batteries that are highly unlikely to be recharged throughout their life time, enetgY

conseroation becomes a main concern. Energy-efficient routing schemes are desired when it comes

to the problem of protocol design of Ad Hoc networks.

This chapter provides an introduction to various techniques used to ensure energy

effIcient routing in Ad Hoc networks. Section 1.2 introduces AdHoc networks. We explain the

problem of implementing energy-efficient routing in Ad Hoc networks in Section 1.3. Section

1.4 gives a brief description of our work on this topic and the organization of this thesis.

1.2 Ad Hoc Networks

According to James Freebersyser [1], one of the original motivations for Ad Hoc

networks is found in the military need for battlefIeld survivability. To survive under battlefield

conditions, soldiers and their mobile platforms must be able to move about freely without any

of the restrictions imposed by wired communications devices. Thus, the need for battlefIeld

survivability translates into a mobile wireless communications system for coordinating group
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actions which operates in a distributed manner, avoiding single points of failure such as

centralized control stations.

An additional motivation for the development of Ad Hoc networks is that the military

cannot rely on access to a ftxed, preplaced communications infrastructure. In other regions,

access is unavailable because of destruction of or damage to the local communications. The

existence of infrastructure is the primary factor that differentiates Ad Hoc networks design

issues from those associated with commercial cellular systems.

A third motivating factor is derived from the physics of electromagnetic propagation,

which results in the inability of frequencies much higher than 100 MHz to propagate beyond

line ofsight (LOS). Terrain, foliage, and man-made obstacles can also prevent LOS connectivity.

Therefore, multihop (store-and-forward) packet routing must be used to exchange messages

between users who are not within LOS of each other.

The term Ad Hoc networks is relatively new, but the concept of mobile packet radio

networks, where every node in the network is mobile and where wireless multihop (store-and

forward) routing is utilized, is not. In order to better understand the evolution of Ad Hoc

networks, a brief review of its history is necessary.

1.2.1 The history of Ad Hoc networks

Since the early 1970s, not long after the initial development of the packet switching

technology that grew into what we now know as the Internet, the U.S. Department of Defense

(DoD) sponsored research to enable packet switching technology to operate without the

restrictions of· ftxed or wired infrastructure. In this section, we review some of the past

foundational DoD-sponsored Ad Hoc networks projects.

Packet switching technology [1], ftrst demonstrated by the ARPANet in the 1960s, provided

great promise for dynamically sharing bandwidth among multiple users, and it offered a means

for adaptively routing trafftc in response to changing network conditions and user demands.

Recognizing the advantages of packet switching in a mobile wireless environment, in 1972

DARPA initiated a research effort to develop and demonstrate a packet radio network (pRNet).
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The PRNet was to provide an efficient means of sharing a broadcast radio channel as well as

coping with changing and incomplete connectivity.

PRNet was recognized to be a more desirable alternative than conventional wired

networks for certain applications at that time. Circumstances in which radio networks are

more attractive include first, when the users are mobile; secondly, the information transmitted

by a particular user needs to be received by all the other users; thirdly, the terrain is such that

the use of cables is undesirable.

As interest in PRNets grew, the core ideas of the DARPA PRNet were applied in a

number of environments: terrestrial and airborne; narrowband and wideband; amateur radio;

and satellite. These networks shared a number of characteristics of Ad Hoc networks. They

were all based on the notion of packet switching applied to a broadcast radio usually sharing a

common channel. Overall, they were aimed at the support of mobile users, although some of

the amateur and commercial applications downplayed this capability. Most were based on

store-and-forward operation, although the simpler satellite networks useda single satellite.

Given the basic connectivity provided by mobile, spread-spectrum, broadcast radios,

the challenge was then to develop network management algorithms that would provide the

needed connectivity assessment, route determination, and packet forwarding functions in a

continually changing environment. The PRNet protocols were a sophisticated combination of

algorithms that provided this function with no centralized control.

·The DARPA PRNet program demonstrated the technologies to create an Ad Hoc

network supporting mobile users from a collection of broadcast, spread-spectrum radios. It

did so by exploiting the earlier lessons of packet switching combined with sophisticated radio

hardware and software and network management algorithms.

Despite its initial military application, the Ad Hoc network was later believed to have

many potential civilian applications as well.
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1.2.2 Applications of Ad Hoc Networking

In this section, we look at some of the current and potential applications for Ad Hoc

networks. It is the need of these applications that gives defInition to modern Ad Hoc

networks. Going through these applications will be helpful to understand their characteristics.

Conferencing: One of the prototypical applications requiring the establishment of an Ad

Hoc network is mobile conferencing. When mobile computer users gather outside their

normal offIce environment, the business network infrastructure is often unavailable. However,

the need for collaborative computing might be even more important here than in the everyday

offIce environment. Indeed, the whole point of the meeting might be to make some further

progress on a particular collaborative project. Given that today's project environments are

heavily computerized, for projects in a very broad range of industries the need for being able

to create an Ad Hoc network seems clear.

In fact, the establishment of an Ad Hoc network for collaborative mobile computer

users is needed even when there may be Internet infrastructure support available. When

people are close to each other within wireless range, it is not preferable to use the traditional

remote infrastructures to connect their communication devices. With Ad Hoc networking,

local communications can depend only on local communication channels, transmission

technologies and protocols.

Emergency Services: Network applications will become increasingly important for

emergency services in response to natural disasters. Such services include coordination

between police, paramedics, and hospitals and having access to critical medical, geographical,

and logistical data bases.

Personal Area Networks and Bluetooth: The idea of a personal area network (PAN) is to

create a very localized network populated by network nodes that are associated with a single

person. These nodes may be attached to the person's belt or carried in a purse. These devices

mayor may not need to have an attachment to the wide area Internet, but they will almost

certainly need to communicate with each other while they are associated with their users'

activities. In this scenario, mobility is not the overriding consideration.
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However, mobility suddenly becomes much more important when interactions

between several PANs. Since people usually do not stay in a fIxed location with respect to

each other for very long, the dynamic nature of this inter-PAN communication should be

obvious. Methods for establishing communications between nodes on separate PANs could

benefIt from the technologies of Ad Hoc networks.

No current discussion about PANs would be complete without at least some mention

of Bluetooth. Bluetooth is an emerging short-range radio technology targeted at eliminating

wires between personal digital assistants (PDAs). If each PDA is equipped with a Bluetooth

radio, it is possible for up. to eight devices to organize themselves into what is called a piconet,

with slotted communications controlled by a master. Bluetooth protocols at the physical and

MAC layers are focused on saving battery power.

When there are more than eight devices, Bluetooth requires that multiple piconets be

formed. These piconets can be connected together into a scatternet if one of the slaves agrees to

relay data between two of the masters.

Sensor Networks: Recendy there has been a lot of interest in building and deploying sensor

networks - wireless networks of heterogeneous nodes collecting and disseminating

environmental data. Example applications include environmental control in offIce buildings,

robot control and guidance in automatic manufacturing environments, interactive toys, the

smart home providing security, identifIcation, and personalization, and interactive museums.

Crucial to the success of these ubiquitous networks is the availability of small,

lightweight, low-cost network elements. According to Rahul C. Shah and Jan M. Rabaey [3],

these nodes must be smaller than one cubic centimeter, weigh less than 100 grams, and cost

substantially less than one dollar. Even more important, the nodes must use ultra-low power

to eliminate frequent battery replacement. A power-dissipation level below 100 microwatts is

expected for these node devices, as this would enable self-powered nodes using energy

extracted from the environment, an approach called energy scavenging or harvesting.
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As an example, suppose some hazardous chemicals were dispersed in an unknown

manner because of an explosion or some other sort of accident. Instead of sending in

emergency personnel who might be subjected to lethal gas and forced to work in unwieldy

protective clothing, it would be better to distribute sensors containing wireless transceivers

(perhaps by dropping them from a low-flying plane). The sensors could then form an Ad Hoc

network and cooperate to gather the desired information about chemical concentrations and

identification.

Besides the different applications of an Ad Hoc network, there are a plethora of design

parameters that must be considered and a myriad of assumptions made about users and

operational environments before undertaking the design of an Ad Hoc network.

1.2.3 Ad Hoc Network design considerations

We now highlight some Ad Hoc network design issues. They are network size,

connectivity, network topology, user traffic, operational environment, regulatory, performance

metrics, cost and energy.

Network size usually refers to the number of network nodes, but it can also refer to the

geographical area covered by the network; both are critical parameters for coordinating

network actions with distributed control mechanisms. Taken together, the number of nodes

over a given geographic area defines the network density.

Connectivity refers to a variety of issues. It may refer to the number of neighbors that

each node can link to direcdy, which mayor may not be bi-directionallinks because of, for

example, local interference conditions. Connectivity may also refer to the link capacity

between two nodes. Also related to connectivity are specialized military operating modes, such

as emission-controlled (EMCON) operation. During EMCON operation, nodes do not transmit

to prevent detection by the enemy, yet must still be able to receive critical messages.

User mobility can direcdy affect how fast the node connectivity and hence the network

topology changes; thus, it influences how and when the network protocol must adapt to changes.

However, it is possible to have cases of very high user mobility that do not result in a change
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in link connectivity, such as when military units move in one direction in a set formation.

Conversely, it is possible to have very rapid changes in link connectivity that result in changes

in the network topology without user mobility, such as when nodes become inoperative

because of dead batteries or destruction during combat.

The characteristics and types of user-generated traffic heavily influence the design of an Ad

Hoc network. Does the user traffic consist of short, bursty packets that are without strict

delay bounds but intolerant of loss or does it consist of longer packets that are generated

periodically with strict delay bounds but tolerant of loss? Is it a combination of both? Does

one type of traffic have priority over another type? Do all nodes generate traffic in the same

manner? Whereas such knowledge is obviously important to the design of the network layer, it

is also important to the design of the medium access control (J\t1A.C) layer because efficient

access to the spectrum can be a performance bottleneck in an Ad Hoc network.

Operational environment refers to the terrain (urban, rural, maritime, etc.) that may

prevent LOS operation. It also refers to potential sources of interference in the radio channe~

which is especially relevant in military environments where the potential for intentional enemy

interference necessitates that design of the physical, data link, MAC, and network layers be

resistant to such attacks.

An Ad Hoc network must adhere to existing regulations for emitted power, for both

legal and public health reasons. Because of the present state of the crowded spectrum below

100 MHz, it is unlikely that any future Ad Hoc networks will have the capability of connecting

beyond LOS. If an unlicensed frequency band is selected, such as any of the Unlicensed

National Information Infrastructure (UNI!) and Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM)

bands, the existing power spectral density (PSD) requirements for noninterference must be

met, although destructive interference can still result between users even if PSD regulations are

followed.

After determining the basic framework of an Ad Hoc network, the designer must

choose the important performance metrics to satisfy user needs. Typically, throughput and delay,

along with their associated mean, variance, and distribution, are used as performance metrics
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for user data. Efficiency, in terms of the protocol overheard and data packets delivered

correcdy, is used to measure the goodness of the network protocol itself.

Ultimately, cost-versus-performance trades must be made if the Ad Hoc network

design is to be implemented. The designer must determine how cost affects the most critical

aspects of the design, especially the performance as perceived by the user.

A major design issue in Ad Hoc networks is energy efficiency since network nodes

may have limited power. In the network layer, the designer faces the challenge of choosing an

enetgY-ifficient routing scheme to conserve the node energy as much as possible and therefore

maximize the life time of the network. Recent studies have stressed the need for designing

protocols to reduce the consumption of energy by the nodes in an Ad Hoc network. In the

next section we discuss some of the previous work about this energy-efficient routing problem

and our contribution to it.

1.3 Energy-Efficient Routing ofAd Hoc networks

In applications where nodes in an all-wireless multihop network are equipped with

batteries, battery energy becomes a precious resource that must be carefully managed. Several

technologies are being developed to maximize the battery life by targeting specific components

of the computer and optimizing their energy consumption. For instance, low-power displays,

low-power I/O devices etc. all contribute to overall energy savings. Another major approach

towards energy conservation is to route a communication session along the routes which

reqwres the lowest total energy consumption. There are two kinds of routing problems,

unicasting and multicasting (broadcasting included). Both problems have received significant

attention in recent years. In [8], the authors presented five different cost metrics based on

battery power consumption at the nodes. They showed that using those cost metrics in a

shortest-cost routing algorithm reduces the cost/packet of routing packets by 5-30% over

shortest-hop routing. Furthermore, using those cost metrics ensured that the mean time to

node failure is increased significandy. In [2], the authors proposed algorithms to select the

routes and the corresponding power levels such that the time until the batteries of the nodes

drain-out is maximized. They concluded that in order to maximize the life time, the traffic
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should be routed such that the energy consumption is balanced among the nodes in

proportion to their energy reserves, instead of routing to minimize the absolute consumed

power.

Unlike the above research, which deals with the unicast case, Wieselthier et al

proposed the energy-efficient broadcasting and multicasting problem in [4]. They assumed the

use of omnidirectional antennas, therefore all nodes within communication range of a

transmitting node can receive its transmission. The total power required to reach a set of other

nodes is simply the maximum required to reach any of them individually. They referred to this

property of wireless communication as "wireless multicast advantage". They proposed three

greedy heuristics, namely BlP (broadcasting incremental power), BLU (broadcast least-unicast

cost) and BLiMST (broadcast link-based MST) to construct broadcast trees. Their simulation

results showed that improved network performance can be obtained when exploiting the

properties of the wireless medium, e.g., the wireless multicast advantage. However, another

problem arises when the goal is merely constructing the minimum-energy broadcast tree for

each session request. In this case, the greedy nature of the heuristics will cause rapid energy

depletion to zero at some nodes. When nodes "die" in this manner, it may no longer be

possible to create energy-efficient trees, and performance can rapidly deteriorate. An effective

way they found to discourage the inclusion of energy-depleted nodes in the broadcast tree is to

increase the cost associated with their residual energy. In this way, the session traffic load is

balanced among the network nodes and therefore, the life time of the network is considerably

increased.

1.4. Our FDeus

In this thesis, we propose our approach to the problem of energy-efficient routing.

Instead of considering the case when broadcast sessions are processed one by one in the order

of their requests, we study the case when all the session requests are processed together. This

type of traffic pattern can be found in some sensor networks, where many sensors are set up

together to broadcast their information periodically over a long period of time. A simple

method to set up the broadcasts is to sequence the broadcast requests in some arbitrary order,

and then to route the requests, one by one, in their order. A natural question is whether the
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exact order can make a difference in performance and or cost. If it can then the next question

is what are orders that lead to good performance and or cost.

We refer to the problem of fInding good orders as the problem of sequence control routing

(SCR). By defInition, sequence control routing means that session requests are processed

according to some intelligent sorting schemes. We use the three heuristics introduced in [4] as

broadcast tree construction algorithms. Our main contribution is to formulate the sequence

control routing problem, propose the schemes determine the sequence and compare the

performance when different broadcast tree construction algorithms are implemented.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a background

review of the research work by Wieselthier et al [4]. The problem of Sequence Control

Routing is introduced and explored in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 we present our simulation.

Finally in Chapter 5 we summarize our results and point out several future research problems.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND RESEARCH OF SEQUENCE
CONTROL ROUTING

2.1 Introduction

As we mentioned in Chapter 1, Sequence Control Routing (SCR) scheme is a method

to compute a batch of routes together with some intelligendy chosen orders. There are three

major design issues when implementing Sequence Control Routing: ftrst, the heuristic to

construct the broadcast trees; second, the cost metric with the incorporation of residual energy

of the network nodes; and third, the scheme to determine the sequence. Since they are three

orthogonal issues, each one of them can be developed independendy. In order to keep our

focus on the problem of sequence determination, we conveniendy use the three heuristics

introduced in [4] as broadcast tree construction algorithms. For the second issue, both

Wieselthier et al [9] and Chang et al [2] provided similar cost metrics with consideration of

residual energy of the network nodes. We will provide the solution to the third issue in

Chapter 3, where we discuss the problem of sequence control routing in detail. In this

chapter, a brief review of some background research is provided. Section 2.2 describes the

wireless communication model based on which the broadcast tree constructing algorithms are

designed. In Section 2.3, we review three heuristics developed by Wieselthier et al [4] for

constructing minimum-energy broadcast trees. The incorporation of residual energy of the

network nodes to cost metric is discussed in Section 2.4.

2.2 Wireless Communication Model

In this section, we represent the discussion of the character of the all-wireless network

by Wieselthier et al [4] and the wireless communication modeL based on which they developed

the heuristics to construct broadcast trees.
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2.2.1 Architectural Issue in All-Wireless Networks

The all-wireless networks they considered are quite different from the conventional

cellular systems and wireless LANs that have been developed in the commercial domain.

Cellular systems have fIxed base stations, which communicate among themselves using

dedicated non-wireless lines. Thus, the only multicast problems that are new in those systems

involve tracking the mobile users. Otherwise, wireless communication is limited to that

between mobile users and base stations. In fully-connected wireless LANs, since there is

single-hop connectivity among all the nodes, the multicasting problem is trivial. However, in

Ad Hoc wireless networks it is possible to establish a link between any pair of nodes, provided

that each has a transceiver available for this purpose and that the signal-to-noise ratio at the

receiving node is sufftciendy high. Thus, unlike the case of wired networks, the set of network

links and their capacities are not determined a priori, but depend on factors such as distance

between nodes, transmitted power, error-control schemes, other-user interference, and

background noise. Even when the physical locations of the nodes are fIxed, many of the

factors that affect network topology (and hence network control schemes) are, at least partially,

influenced by the actions of the network nodes. Furthermore, in Ad Hoc networks, no

distinction can be made between uplink and downlink trafftc, thus gready complicating the

interference environment. Therefore, the wireless networking environment poses many new

challenges not encountered in wired or cellular networks, even when mobility is not addressed.

In [4], they focus on wireless networks in which the node locations are fIxed, and the

channel conditions unchanging. The wireless channel is distinguished by its broadcast nature;

when omnidirectional antennas are used, every transmission by a node can be received by all

nodes that lie within its communication range. Consequendy, if the multicast group

membership includes multiple nodes in the immediate communication vicinity of the

transmitting node, a single transmission suffIces for reaching all these receivers.

In addition to interference, another undesirable impact of the use of high transmitter

power is that it results in increased energy usage. Since the propagation loss varies nonlinearly

with distance, at somewhere between the second and fourth power, in unicast applications it is

best, from the perspective of transmission energy consumption, to· transmit at the lowest

possible power level even though doing so requires multiple hops to reach the destination.
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However, in multicast applications it is not prudent to draw such conclusions a priori because

the use of higher power may permit simultaneous connectivity to a sufficiendy large number of

nodes, so that the total energy required to reach all members of the multicast group may be

actually reduced. Furthermore, even for unicast applications, the use of lower power (and,

hence, multiple hops) necessitates the complex coordination of more signals and therefore

may actually result in higher total energy expenditure.

Thus, the choice of transmitted power levels depends ultimately on complex trade-offs

between energy limitations and the demands of protocol operation. In view of the complex

interdependencies among many aspects of network design (e.g., transmitted power levels,

signal processing considerations, spectral efficiency, mobility effects, etc.), the traditional

layered architectures proposed for protocol design cannot provide satisfactory performance.

Therefore, the newly designed protocols that span several of the traditional layers to address

appropriately the unique characteristics of the all-wireless environmertt result in a lot of

benefits.

2.2.2 Wireless Communication Model

Wieselthier et al [9] consider source-initiated, circuit-switched, multicast (broadcast is

included as special case) sessions. The network consists of N nodes, which are randomly

distributed over a specified region. Each node has several transceivers, and can thus support

several multicast sessions simultaneously. Any node is permitted to initiate multicast sessions.

Multicast requests and session durations are generated randomly at the network nodes. Each

multicast group consists of the source node plus at least one destination node. Additional

nodes may be needed as relays either to provide connectivity to all members of the multicast

group or to reduce overall energy consumption or both. The set of nodes that support a

multicast session (the source node, all destination nodes, and all relay nodes) is referred to as a

multicast tree (or broadcast tree when the destination nodes include all the other nodes in the

network region except the source node).

The connectivity of the network depends on the transmission power. It is assumed

that each node can choose its power leveL not to exceed some maximum value Pmax' The
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nodes in any particular multicast tree do not necessarily have to use the same power levels.

Moreover, a node may use different power levels for the various multicast trees in which it

participates.

It is also assumed that the received signal power is equal to pr-a , where p is the

transmission power, r is the distance and a is a parameter that typically takes on a value

between 2 and 4, depending on the characteristics of the communication medium. A

simplified interference model is used in which it is assumed that the interference level is

independent of network traffic and the same at all nodes. Based on this model the transmitted

power required to support a link between two nodes separated by distance r is proportional

to r a
, since the received power must exceed some threshold (which depends on factors such

as signal parameters, detector structure, and noise levels). Without loss of generality, the

threshold constant is set equal to 1, resulting in:

p ij = power needed for link between Node i and Node j = rija ,

where rij is the distance between Node i and Node j. If the maximum permitted

transmitter power Pmax is sufficiendy large, the nodes will be able to transmit at sufficiendy

high power so that the network is fully connected.

Another assumption is the use of omnidirectional antennas. Thus all nodes within

communication range of a transmitting node can receive its transmission. It is important to

note how the broadcast property of wireless communication can be exploited in multicast

applications. Consider the example shown in Figure 2.1 in which a subset of the multicast tree

involves Node i, which is transmitting to its neighbors, Nodes j and k. The power required

to reach Node j is Pij and the power required to reach Node k is ~k' A single transmission

at power ~,(j,k) =max{Pij'~k} is sufficient to reach both Node j and Node k, based on our

assumption of omnidirectional antennas. The ability to exploit this property of wireless

communication, which is referred to as the "wireless multicast advantage," makes multicasting

an excellent setting in which to study the potential benefits of energy-efficient protocols.
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As a result of the wireless multicast advantage, the correct view of the omnidirectional

wireless communication medium is as a node-based environment that is characterized by the

following properties:

1. A node's transmission is capable of reaching another node if the latter is within

communication range, which in turn means that the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise

ratio exceeds a given threshold and that the receiving nodes have allocated, or scheduled,

receiver resources for this purpose.

2. The total power required to reach a set of other nodes is simply the maximum required to

reach any of them individually.

k

Figure 2.1. The "wireless multicast advantage" P.g,kj = max{PIi' Pik}

By contrast, in wired models, as long as there is a wire or cable link connecting two

nodes, the reception is ensured over that link, and the cost of Node i's transmission to Node

j and Node k would be the sum of costs to the individual nodes. Thus, wired networks can

be viewed as link-based.

2.3 Algorithms for Constructing Minimum-Energy Broadcast

Trees

The objective is to determine the minimum-power tree, rooted at the source node, that

reaches all of the other nodes in the networks. According to Wan et al [7], while minimum

power unicast routing can be solved in polynomial time by shortest-path algorithms, it remains

open whether minimum-power broadcast routing can be solved in polynomial time, despite of
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the NP-hardness of its general graph version. Therefore, it is necessary to develop greedy

heuristics. The total power associated with the tree is simply the sum of the powers at all

transmitting nodes. Clearly, this is a node-based, rather than link-based, cost metric because it

enables the exploitation of the wireless multicast advantage.

Wieselthier et al [4] developed three heuristics to construct minimum-energy broadcast

trees, namely, broadcast incremental power (BIP) algorithm, broadcast least-unicast-cost

(BLU) algorithm and broadcast link-based MST (BLiMST) algorithm. In this section, we

describe the algorithms respectively.

2.3.1 The Broadcast Incremental Power (BIP) Algorithm

We first describe the basic operation of BIP here by presenting a simple example of

tree construction. The objective is to construct a minimum-cost (in this case, rrurumum

power) tree, rooted at the Source node.

Step 1: Figure 2.2(a) shows a ten-node network in which Node 10 is the Source. A

propagation constant of a =2 is assumed. Initially, the tree consists of only the Source. We

begin by determining the node that the Source can reach with minimum expenditure of power,

i.e., the Source's nearest neighbor, which is Node 9. This node is added to the tree. Thus, at

this point, two nodes are included in the tree, namely Node 9 and 10 (Figure 2.2(a)). The

notation 10~ 9 means that the addition to the tree at this step is the transmission from Node

10 to Node 9.

Step 2: We then determine which "new" node can be added to the tree at minimum

additional cost. There are two alternatives. Either Node 10 can increase its power to reach a

second node, or Node 9 can transmit to its nearest neighbor that is not already in the tree. In

this example, Node 10 increases its power level to reach Node 6 (Figure 2.2(b)). Note that the

cost associated with the addition of Node 6 to the tree is the incremental cost associated with

increasing Node 10's power from a level sufficient to reach Node 9 to a level sufficient to also

reach Node 6. The cost of a transmission between Node 10 and Node 9 is 1J.~,9' and the cost

of a transmission between Node 10 and Node 6 is rl~,6' The incremental cost associated with
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adding Node 6 to the preliminary tree consisting of Nodes 9 and 10 is l'j~.9 -l'j~,6' Here the

wireless multicast advantage is exploited because both Node 6 and Node 9 can be reached

when Node 10 transmits with sufficient power to reach Node 6.
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Figure 2.2. Example of tree construction using BIP (fist three steps and final tree); ('J. =2.
(a) Step 1: 10 ---+ 9 (b) Step 2: 10 ---+ 6 (c) Step 3: 6 ---+ 7 (d) final tree
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(2.1)

Step 3: There are now three nodes in the tree, namely Nodes 6,9, and 10. For each

of these nodes, we determine the incremental cost to reach a new node. (Since Nodes 6 and 9

were not previously transmitting, their respective incremental costs will equal their full

transmission powers if they are chosen to transmit. Since Node 10 was already transmitting,

its incremental cost is only the required increase in its transmission power). The node that can

be added with minimum incremental cost (which turns out to be Node 7) is added to the tree

(Figure 2.2(c)).

Continue: This procedure is continued until all nodes are included in the tree, as

shown in Figure 2.2(d). The order in which the nodes were added in steps 4 through 9 is 6-

8, 6 - 5, 9 - 1, 9 - 3, 9 - 4, 9 - 2.

Evaluation of Transmitted Power: The total power required to maintain this tree is

the sum of the transmitted powers at each of the transmitting nodes. In this example, Nodes

10, 6, and 9 transmit, while the other nodes, which are leaf nodes, do not. The overall

transmitter power is therefore

P ( a a) (a a a) (a a a a) a a a= max rIO, 6 , r lO ,9 + max r6,5' r6,7' r6,8 + max r9,1' r9,2' r9,3' r9,4 = 'iO,6 + r6,5 + r9,2

For the present case of a = 2,P = 10.90.

BIP is similar in principle to Prim's algorithm [11] for the formation of minimum

spanning trees (MSTs) in the sense that new nodes are added to the tree one at a time on a

minimum-cost basis until all nodes are included in the tree. In fact, the implementation of this

algorithm is based on the standard Prim algorithm with one fundamental difference. Whereas

the inputs to Prim's algorithm are the link costs Pij (which remain unchanged throughout the

execution of the algorithm), BIP must dynamically update the costs at each step (i.e., whenever

a new node is added to the tree) to reflect the fact that the cost of adding new nodes to a

transmitting node's list of neighbors is the incremental cost. Consider an example in which

Node i is already in the tree (it may be either a transmitting node or a leaf node), and Node

j is not yet in the tree. For all such Nodes i (i.e., all nodes already in the tree) and Nodes j

(i.e., nodes not yet in the tree), the following is evaluated:

P; =Pij -P(i)
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where Pij is the link-based cost of a transmission between Nodes i and j (i.e., it is r;), and

P(i) is the power level at which Node i is already transmitting (prior to the addition of Node

j; if Node i is currendy a leaf node, P(i) =0). The quantity P; represents the incremental

cost associated with adding Node j to the set of nodes to which Node i already transmits.

The pair {i, j} that results in the minimum value of P; is selected, i.e., Node i transmits at a

power level sufficient to reach Node j. Thus, one new node is added to the tree at every step

of the algorithm.

In summary, the following pseudocode describes the Broadcast Incremental Power

(BIP) Algorithm.

Broadcast_Incremental Power_Algorithm ( )

S = {source};

TREE[source s_nearest_neighbor] source;

for (i=l; i<=N; i++)

for (j=l; j<=N; j++)

link_cost_matrix[i] [j] P[i] [j];

while (I s I < N)

(I, J) = compute_nearest_link (TREE, link_cost_matrix);

S = SU {J};

TREE[J] = I;

while (j is not in S)

link_cost_matrix[I] [j] P[I] [j] - P[I] [J];

compute_nearest link (TREE, link_cost_matrix)

link cost min infinity;
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for (all i on TREE)

for (all j outside TREE)

if (link_cost_matrix[i] [j] < link_cast_min)

link cost min

I i;

J j;

return (I, J);

2.3.2 Broadcast Least-Unicast-Cost (BLU) Algorithm

A straightforward, but far from optimal, approach is the use of broadcast trees that

consist of the superposition of the best unicast paths to each individual destination. It is

assumed that an underlying unicast algorithm (such as the Bellman-Ford or Dijkstra algorithm

[11]) provides "minimum-distance" paths from the source node to every other node. Since

BLU (Broadcast Least-Unicast-Cost) is based on the use of a scalable unicast algorithm, it also

is scalable. The summary of the algorithm is as follows:

BLU: A minimum-cost path from the source node to every other node is established.

The broadcast tree consists of the superposition of these unicast paths. Transmission ranges

for each node are determined to realize the links along the unicast paths.

Figure 2.3 shows the multicast tree produced by BLU for the same example shown in

Figure 2.2 The power required to maintain this tree is P =12.17. Note that whereas both

Node 9 and Node 10 transmit with relatively high power under BLU, only Node 9 transmits

with relatively high power under BIP. Consequendy, the overall power consumption under

BIP is somewhat lower for this example. Thus, the failure of BLU to exploit the wireless

multicast advantage in the tree construction process results in higher overall power

expenditure. However, the evaluation of the cost of the resulting tree (i.e., the total power

needed to sustain the broadcast tree) does take into consideration the wireless multicast

advantage.
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Figure 2.3. Tree produced by BLU (ex = 2).

2.3.3 Broadcast Link-based MST (BLiMST) Algorithm

This algorithm is based on the use of the standard MST formulation (as in wired

networks) in which a link cost is associated with each pair of nodes (i.e., the power to sustain

the link). Thus, the "wireless multicast advantage" is ignored in the construction of the MST.

Since the MST problem is of polynomial complexity, it is scalable. Once the MST is

constructed in this manner, the evaluation of its cost does take into consideration the wireless

multicast advantage. The summary of the above is as follows:

BLiMST: A minimum-cost (minimum-power) spanning tree is formed using

standard (link-based) MST techniques.

Figure 2.4 shows the multicast tree produced by BUMST for the same example shown

in Figure 2.2. The power required to maintain this tree is P =13.22. Similarly to the case of

BLU, the failure of BUMST to exploit the wireless multicast advantage results in higher overall

power expenditure.
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Figure 2.4. Tree produced by BIiMST (IX = 2).

2.3.4 Complexity Considerations

The complexity of BLU, when implemented by means of the Dijkstra algorithm, is

O(N2
), where N is the number of nodes in the network

The complexity of BLiMST, when implemented by means of Prim's algorithm, is

O(N3
) when a straightforward implementation is used. However, a more-sophisticated

implementation using a Fibonacci heap yields complexity OeM + NlogN) =O(N2
), where

M =N(N -1)/2 is the number of links (in a fully connected network).

It has been noted that BIP is based on Prim's algorithm. Therefore, it also has

complexity O(N3
). Because of the need to update the costs P; at each step of the algorithm,

it is not yet clear whether the Fibonacci heap technique is applicable here.

2.4 The Incorporation of Residual Energy to the Cost Metric

If the cost metric does not reflect the constraint of finite energy at each node, the

greedy nature of BIP and BLU (both of which construct trees without regard to the residual

energy available at the nodes) and other similar routing algorithms can result in rapid energy
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depletion at some nodes. When nodes "die" in this manner, it may no longer be possible to

create energy-efficient trees, and performance can rapidly deteriorate.

One effective way to discourage the inclusion of energy-depleted nodes in the

broadcast tree is to increase the cost associated with their use. In order to achieve this goal,

the metric defined in last section needs to be modified. Both Wieselthier et al [9] and Chang et

al [2] provided similar cost metric with consideration of residual energy of the network nodes.

In this section, we only represent Wieselthier et al's approach. First, some definitions are given

as follows,

Pij: the power needed for link between Node i and Node j ,which is r;
Pi : the power level at which Node i is already transmitting (prior to the addition of

Node j; if Node i is currendy a leaf node, P; =0)

P~ = Pij - Pi: the incremental power due to the addition of Node j

Similarly, the incremental cost is defined. Ei (t) is defined to be the energy reserve at

node i at time t and therefore, the initial value of energy reserve at Node i is E;(O). The

energy at time t is referred to as the residual energy at node i. The cost of a link between

Node i and Node j is defined to be

( ]

fJ
C = E;(O)

ij Pij E;(t)
(2.2)

where fJ is a parameter that reflects the importance assigned to the impact of residual energy.

Clearly, when fJ =0 , the link cost is simply the power needed to maintain the link.

Similar to the definition Pi' C; is defined to be the nodal cost associated with Node i

prior to the addition of Node j ,which is as follows,

(2.3)
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Similar to the definition of incremental power P~ , the incremental cost due to the

addition of the Node j is defined as follows,

(2.4)

According to the above formula, when fJ is too small, the cost does not reflect residual

energy reserves, and resulting trees could deplete energy of nodes with little residual energy.
,

One extreme is when fJ =o. Then Ci/ =Pij - Pi =P~, which is the case of incremental

power outlined in last section. By contrast, when fJ is too large, too much emphasis may be

placed on balancing energy use throughout the network, while under-emphasizing the need for

energy efficiency. Therefore, fJ must be chosen to spread the burden of energy consumption

among the nodes and to control the network performance.
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CHAPTER 3

SEQUENCE CONTROL ROUTING

3.1 Introduction

Sequence Control Routing (SCR) is our approach to solve the problem of energy

efficient routing in Ad Hoc networks. As its name indicates, Sequence Control Routing means

that session requests are processed according to some intelligent sorting schemes. In Chapter

1, we discussed the problem we considered and noted that it differs from earlier work. It

differs because a batch of broadcast session requests are processed together, instead of one by

one according to the order of their arrivals. In Chapter 2 we outlined three major issues of

Sequence Control Routing: fIrst, the heuristic to construct the broadcast trees; second, the cost

metric with the incorporation of residual energy of the network nodes; and third, the scheme

to determine the sequence. We already presented the solutions to the fIrst two issues in the

last chapter. We now discuss the problem of Sequence Control Routing in detail and provide

our solution to the third issue. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2

discusses the problem of Sequence Control Routing and the network model. In Section 3.3,

we present the schemes to determine the sequence. We give an example to help understand

sequence control routing in Section 3.4.

3.2 Network Model

The network model we consider is similar to the wireless communication model

provided in Section 2.2, since we use the three heuristics presented there to construct the

broadcast trees. A description of the network model is presented as follows.

We consider source-initiated, circuit-switched, broadcast sessions. We only consider

the broadcast case to simplify the communication model and focus on the sequence control

routing problem. The multicast case is also of interest, but we leave it to future research work.
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The network in consideration is modeled as a directed graph G(N,A) where N is the

set of all nodes and A is the set of all directed links (i, j) where i, j EN. The network

consists of n nodes, which are randomly distributed over a specified square region with

dimensions Lx L. Each node has T transceivers, and can therefore support T broadcast

sessions simultaneously. We focus on the energy issue of the network instead of other

resources, therefore, we assume the number of transceivers of each node is infinite, that is

T = 00. Any node is permitted to initiate broadcast sessions. We assume session durations to

be one unit of time, or equivalendy, we assume that the length of each data packet is of the

same length and requires one unit of time to transmit.

The connectivity of the network depends on the transmission power. We assume that

each node can choose its power level, not to exceed some maximum value Pmax' A node may

use different power levels for the various broadcast trees in which it participates. We also

assume that the received signal power must be at least pr-a , where p is the transmission

power, r is the distance between two nodes and a is a parameter that typically takes on a

value between 2 and 4, depending on the characteristics of the communication medium. In

this thesis, we consider the propagation loss exponent a to be equal to 2. Similar to the

network model described in Section 2.2, the transmitted power required to support a link

between two nodes with distance r is proportional to r 2
, since the received power must

exceed some threshold (which depends on factors such as signal parameters, detector

structure, and noise levels). We assume the threshold constant to be equal to 1, and the power

needed for the link between Node i and j is equal to r; , where rij is the distance between

Node i and j. Another important assumption is the use of omnidirectional antennas. All the

nodes within the communication range of a transmitting node can receive its transmission.

The "wireless multicast advantage (WMA)" [4] is exploited and therefore, a node's

transmission is capable of reaching all the other nodes that are within its communication range,

while the total power needed to reach these nodes is simply the maximum required to reach

any of them individually.

The network traffic we study is different from the conventional traffic model. We

assume that all the broadcast session requests can be processed together, regardless if they are
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generated all at once or at different times but can be cached for later processing. This type of

traffic pattern is so important that it can be found in many Ad Hoc network applications. The

following are some examples. First, in some sensor networks, sensors are set up together and

broadcast their collected data periodically over a long period of time. In this case the collected

data will be stored in the buffers of nodes and be sent periodically. A second example is for

network self-organization [10]. In Ad Hoc networks, usually the nodes are placed in an area

and little maintenance will be done afterwards, therefore, it is essential that the network be able

to self-organize itself. Moreover, nodes may fail (either from lack of energy or from physical

destruction), and new nodes may need to join the network. Therefore, the network must be

able to periodically reconfigure itself so that it can continue to function. In order to do that,

some information must be broadcasted among the nodes in the entire network. Third, some

advanced sensor networks require collaborative signal processing. Since the end goal of some

networks is the detection and estimation of events of interest, not just communication, to

improve the detection performance, it is often quite useful to fuse data from multiple sensors.

This data fusion process requires the multicasting/broadcasting of data and control

information.

We now discuss the performance metrics we used to evaluate the network

performance. After a batch of broadcast session requests are processed according to some

certain sequence, the total energy consumed in each node is calculated. We define ei as the

total energy consumed in each node after one round of broadcast session requests are processed,

where i =1,2,..., n. The following performance metrics are considered in our study. The

metric

emax =max{e;},i E {1,2, ...,n} (3.1)

is the maximum consumed node energy. This is the primary performance metric we use to

evaluate the network performance. The smaller it is the longer the time before the first node

dies (i.e., is completely depleted of energy), and therefore, the traffic load is better balanced

among the network nodes. The metric

eZnd_max =max{e;},iE{1,2,...,n}-{j!ej =emax } (3.2)
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is the second maximum consumed node energy. Besides the maximum consumed node

energy, we may also be interested in this one, since it provides information about how well the

traffic load is balanced among the network nodes. Another metric is

I n

eave =- Ie;
n ;=1

(3.3)

which is the average of the consumed node energy. Although the sequence control routing

scheme can decrease the maximum consumed node energy and balance the traffic load among

the nodes, it increases the average consumed node energy in the meantime. Therefore, the

average of the consumed node energy is always a reference when evaluating the network

performance using other metrics. The fInal metric we consider is

(3.4)

which is the standard deviation of the consumed node energy. It shows how well the traffic

load is balanced among the network nodes.

3.3 Sequence Control Routing

The Sequence Control Routing problem was proposed when we studied the energy

efficient routing problem of wireless Ad Hoc networks. It can be used in both broadcast and

multicast cases, where the "wireless multicast advantage" [4] is exploited. It is implemented to

consider a batch of broadcast session requests together to achieve further improvement of

network performance. As we mentioned earlier, there are three issues included in the

sequence control routing problem. First,the heuristic to construct the broadcast/multicast

trees; second, the cost metric with the incorporation of residual energy of the network nodes;

and third, the sequencing schemes. We will discuss these three orthogonal issues one by one

in this section.

3.3.1 Issue One: Algorithms to Construct Broadcast Trees

As we noted in Chapter 2, the objective is to determine the minimum-power tree,

which roots at the source node and reaches all of the other nodes in the networks. For
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wireless networks, it still remains open whether minimum-power broadcast routing can be

solved in polynomial time. The fact is that any algorithm that construct broadcast trees can be

used here, regardless if it is for link-based or node-based networks. We decided to use the

three heuristics developed by Wieselthier et al [4] because we are interested in their

performance when being implemented in the problem of sequence control routing. In next

chapter, we will present the result of the performance comparison. We presented them in

Chapter 2 and here we summarize them as follows,

BlP: The Broadcast Incremental Power algorithm.

BLU: The Broadcast Least-Unicast-Cost algorithm. A minimum-cost path from the

source node to every other node is established and the broadcast tree consists of the

superposition of these unicast paths.

BLiMST: The Broadcast Link-based Minimum spanrung tree algorithm. This

algorithm is based on the use of the standard MST (minimum spanning tree) formulation as in

wired networks, in which a link cost is associated with each pair of nodes.

3.3.2 Issue Two: Cost Metric with Incorporation of Residual Energy

In Chapter 2 we mentioned that if the cost metric does not reflect the constraint of

limited energy reserve at each node, the greedy nature of the broadcast tree construction

algorithms can result in rapid energy depletion at some nodes. This unbalanced energy

consumption among the nodes will shorten the life time of the Ad Hoc network. In order to

discourage the inclusion of energy-depleted nodes in the broadcast tree, we can incorporate

the residual energy of the network nodes to the cost function. In this thesis, we use the cost

function defined by Wieselthier et al [9], which is as follows,

(3.5)

where Pij is the power needed for link between Node i and j; Ei(t) is deftned to be the

energy reserve at node i at time t and the initial value of energy reserve at Node i is Ei(O);

and f3 is a parameter that reflects the importance assigned to the impact of residual energy.
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We noticed that when residual energy is not incorporated in the cost function, or

equivalently, when p =0 in equation (3.5), our simulation results showed that sequencing

schemes cannot make any difference on network performance. This is because when

p = 0 the link costs do not depend on residual energy. Therefore, the link costs are

independent of broadcast sessions that have already been computed. This means that the

routes of a broadcast session are independent of the routes of previous broadcast sessions, and

so sequencing has no effect. This explains why the cost metric with the incorporation of

residual energy is one of the three important issues when considering the sequence control

routing problem.

3.3.3 Issue Three: Sequencing Schemes

The sequencing schemes are implemented to determine the order according to which a

batch of broadcast session requests are processed. In this section, we introduce three

sequencing schemes that we developed to find certain sequences. But before that, we need to

defIne several matrices of the Ad Hoc network modeled in Section 3.2.

We defIne matrix Dnxn as the Distance Matrix of the graph G(N,A). The element dij

is also the distance between Node i and j, where i,j EN. That is dij = rij' where rij was

defIned in Section 3.2. According to this defInition, matrix D is symmetrical i.e., dij =dji .

Vector X n is defIned as the Total Distance Vedor of graph G(N,A). The element Xi is the

n

total distance from Node i to all other nodes in the network, i.e., Xi =Ldij .
j=l

We also defIne matrix Pnxn as the PowerMatrix of graph G(N,A). The element Pij is

the required transmission power from Node i to j , where i,j EN. According to the

network model described in Section 3.2, we have Pij =d~. P is also a symmetrical matrix

and therefore, Pij = Pji' Similarly, we define Yn as the Total Power Vedor of graph G(N,A).
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The element Yi is the sum of transmitting power required from Node i to all other nodes in

n

the network, i.e., Yi = LPij .
}=1

Now we propose three sequencing schemes, which were used when we built our

simulator and ran the simulation. They are Distance Matrix Sequencing scheme (DMS), Power

Matrix Sequencing scheme (PMS) and Randomized Sequencing scheme (RS). In the rest of this section,

we discuss these three sequencing schemes respectively.

Distance Matrix Sequencing: As we mentioned earlier, the reason some nodes are

prone to be depleted by the greedy heuristics when constructing energy-efficient broadcast

trees is because of their positions in the network. In order to take into account the network

topology information, one of the natural solutions is to use the distance matrix information to

determine the routing sequence. In the Total Distance Vector X n , each element Xi is the

total distance from Node i to all other nodes in the network. Intuitively, the smaller Xi is, the

closer Node i is to the center of the network, which means Node i tends to be the node

greedy heuristics prefer to use to construct energy-efficient broadcast trees. When we sort

them in ascending order, we obtain a sequence that nodes closer to the center are routed fIrst

and nodes farther from the center are routed later. We call this sequence DMS-A, which

means it comes from the Total Distance Vector in ascending order. Similarly, we have the

sequence of DMS-D, which is the sequence according to the descending sort of the Total

Distance Vector. Note, sequence DMS-A and sequence DMS-D are Reverse Sequences to each

other. Obviously, the order of the elements in a sequence and its reverse sequence is inverted.

The reason we consider reverse sequences is because we believe that if one sequence is good

with regards to improving network performance, its reverse sequence must be a bad sequence

which deteriorates network performance. Moreover, if both a sequence and its reverse

sequence yield the same performance result, the sequence is believed not to be good in terms

of improvement of network performance. In Chapter 4, we will show the simulation results

that support this point.
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Power Matrix Sequencing: Similar to distance matrix sequencing, we propose the

Power Matrix Sequencing scheme. Instead of considering the network topology using Total

Distance Vector X n , this sequencing scheme uses Total Power Vector Yn • In the Total

Power Vector, each element is the sum of the transmitting power required from Node i to all

other nodes in the network. Intuitively, the less the element is, the closer the node is to the

center of the network region. Our simulation showed that this is a better description of the

Ad Hoc network topology. By sorting the Total Power Vector Yn in ascending and

descending order, we obtain two sequences, namely, PMS-A and PMS-D respectively. They

are also reverse sequences to each other.

Randomized Sequencing: As far as we know, we are the fIrst to study the broadcast

sequencing problem in Ad Hoc networks. Previously, people either ignored this problem or

simply process the broadcast session requests with arbitrary sequences. It makes no difference

when dealing with the problem of energy-efficient routing without incorporating the residual

energy to the cost metric. However, when considering the problem of balancing the traffIc

load and the residual energy that is incorporated in the cost metric, it is not prudent to process

the session requests with arbitrary sequences. A Randomized Sequence is used as a reference in

our simulation for comparing and evaluating other sequences and is referred to as RS. For a

certain randomized sequence, we refer to its reverse sequence as R-RS. In the next chapter, we

will show that the performances of these two sequences are the same.

3.4 An Example

We present a simple example to show how the sequence control routing scheme

works. Figure 3.1 shows an example of an Ad Hoc network. Eight nodes are distributed in a

square region with dimensions 16 x 16. Table 3.1 lists the positions of the nodes. Table 3.2

summarizes the distance information of the nodes, the total distance of each node to all the

other nodes and the ranking of the total distance. Table 3.3 shows the transmission power

information of the nodes, the total power of each node to all the other nodes and the ranking

of the total power. Note that all the numbers in the tables are rounded to the nearest integer

in order to simplify the calculations.
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In order to show how sequence control routing scheme works, we assume that eight

broadcast session requests are to be processed. These eight broadcast sessions are Sl, S2, S3,

S4, SS, S6, S7 and S8. Their source nodes are Node 1, Node 2, ... ,Node 8 respectively. We

assume that the initial energy of each node is 1000, that is E;(O) =1000, for i =1,2,...,8. We

also assume p =5 and therefore the cost function is as follows,

(3.6)
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Figure 3.1. An example network of eight nodes

Table 3.1. The Positions ofthe Nodes

Node
x
y

1
2
2

2
3
8

3
12
13

4
4
10
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6
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Table 3.2. The Distance Information

Nodes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total Distance Ascending Ranking
1 0 6 14 8 9 12 3 13 65 5
2 6 0 10 2 7 12 4 7 48 2
3 14 10 0 8 6 10 11 10 69 6
4 8 2 8 0 6 12 6 5 47 1
5 9 7 6 6 0 5 5 11 49 3
6 12 12 10 12 5 0 9 16 76 8
7 3 4 11 6 5 9 0 11 49 4
8 13 7 10 5 11 16 11 0 73 7

Table 3.3. The Transmission Power Information

Nodes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total Power Ascending Ranking
1 0 36 196 64 81 144 9 169 699 5
2 36 0 100 4 49 144 16 49 398 3
3 196 100 0 64 36 100 121 100 717 6
4 64 4 64 0 36 144 36 25 373 1
5 81 49 36 36 0 25 25 121 373 2
6 144 144 100 144 25 0 81 256 894 8
7 9 16 121 36 25 81 0 121 409 4
8 169 49 100 25 121 256 121 0 841 7

According to Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, we can derive the matrices which are necessary

to determine the sequences. They include the distance matrix D, the total distance matrix X ,

the power matrix P and the total power matrix Y. They are shown as follows,

0 6 14 8 9 12 3 13

6 0 10 2 7 12 4 7

14 10 0 8 6 10 11 10

8 2 8 0 6 12 6 5
D=

9 7 6 6 0 5 5 11

12 12 10 12 5 0 9 16

3 4 11 6 5 9 0 11

13 7 10 5 11 16 11 0 (3.7)
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65

48

69

47x=
49

76

49

73

(3.8)

0 36 196 64 81 144 9 169

36 0 100 4 49 144 16 49

196 100 0 64 36 100 121 100

64 4 64 0 36 144 36 25
p= (3.9)

81 49 36 36 0 25 25 121

144 144 100 144 25 0 81 256

9 16 121 36 25 81 0 121

169 49 100 25 121 256 121 0

699

398

717

373
y=

373

894

409

841

(3.10)

From above matrices, we can derive the sequences as shown in Table 3.4. Then the

broadcast session requests can be processed according to these sequences.
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Sequence Name

DMS-A

DMS-D

PMS-A

PMS-D

RS

R-RS

Table 3.4. The Sequences

Sequence

S4, S2, SS, S7, Sl, S3, S8, S6

S6,S8,S3,Sl,S7,SS,S2,S4

S4,SS,S2,S7,Sl,S3,S8,S6

S6,S8,S3,Sl,S7,S2,SS,S4

Sl,S2,S3,S4,SS,S6,S7,S8

S8,S7,S6,SS,S4,S3,S2,Sl
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CHAPTER 4

SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present the simulation results of the Sequence Control Routing

scheme. In Section 4.2, we describe the simulation environment in which we ran a series of

experiments. In Section 4.3, we provide the detailed results and some analysis.

4.2 Simulation Environment

The simulator is written in C++ language under GNU GCC environment. All

experiments were carried out on an Intel Pentium III 850MHz personal computer with

Microsoft Windows 2000 as the operating system. Each network instance is a collection of

locations of nodes, where the locations are randomly generated on a 16 x 16 square grid. The

number of nodes in our simulation is from 3 to 50. Our results are based on the performance

of 1000 randomly generated networks. In order to simplify the problem, we made some

assumptions when running the simulation. First, we assume that each node has the same

initial energy, which is assigned according to the region size and the number of nodes in the

network. Second, we assume that all the sessions are of the same length, which equals to one

unit of time. Another assumption is that the propagation delay on the communication links is

zero. We focused on the performance of routing and resorting schemes by excluding the

network's physical parameters.

4.3 Experimental Results

Four experiments were conducted using our simulator. Experiment 1 is to show the

performance of the network when using different sequencing schemes. Experiment 2 shows

the comparison results of the three heuristics presented in Chapter 2. In Experiment 3, we

intended to evaluate the network performance using several metrics. Finally, in Experiment 4,

we show the effect of the residual energy exponent f3 .
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Experiment 1:

The objective of this experiment is to find out the effect of implementing the

Sequence Control Routing schemes. When performing this experiment, we used BLU, BIP

and BLiMST as the broadcast tree construction algorithms, but they all had the same

qualitative results. Therefore, we only show the result of BLU and in the following

experiments we will compare the performance of using other heuristics. We use emax as the

performance metric in this experiment and the effect of other performance metrics will be

compared in Experiment 3. For each network instance, the broadcast session requests are

processed using three sequencing schemes introduced in Chapter 3, namely, DMS, PMS and

RS. The results are shown in Figure 4.1 and 4.2. Note that the plots for RS and R-RS

coincide. The following points are to be noted:

• In all the networks with different sizes, Sequence DMS-A consistendy outperforms its

reverse sequence DMS-D, and PMS-A outperforms its reverse sequence PMS-D in the

same manner. Both DMS-A and PMS-A outperform any randomly chosen sequences.

This proves that by using an intelligent sequencing scheme, the network performance can

be improved.

• There is no difference between the performance of sequence RS and its reverse sequence

R-RS. This result is consistent with our intuitive guess that both RS and R-RS are random

sequences and it is likely that they will have similar performances.

• DMS and PMS schemes give very similar performance improvements. This shows that

the Distance Matrix and Power Matrix of a certain network both offer similar information

on the network topology. Therefore, we will simply choose to use PMS as the primary

sequencing scheme in our further experiments.
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Experiment 2:

In [2], the authors proposed three heuristics to construct broadcast trees and

compared their performance in terms of broadcast tree energy efficiency. It is also of interest

to see how these three heuristics work with the Sequence Control Routing scheme. We

simulated cases when the Sequence Control Routing scheme is used with BIP, BLU and

BLiMST algorithms respectively. The results are shown in Figure 4.3 - 4.5. Figure 4.6 shows

the decrease of emax compared to RS when using the PMS scheme. The following points are

to be noted:

• All of the three heuristics work with Sequence Control Routing, and the performance

curves are very similar despite the different amplitudes.

• Our simulation confirmed that BIP works the best among the three algorithms in terms of

energy-efficiency. As stated by Wieselthier et al in [2], this is because BIP exploits the

node-based wireless multicast advantage property. Therefore, we will primarily use BIP in

our further experiments to investigate the effect of some other parameters.

• In terms of the saliency, Sequence Control Routing works the best with BLU and worst

with BLiMST, while BIP is in between. Figure 4.6 shows the percentage of decrease of

emax when using the PMS-A sequence compared to PMS-D and RS sequences.
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Experiment 3:

The objective of this experiment is to show the effect of SCR when using different

perfonnance metrics and in particular, average node energy eave, maximum node energy emax ,

the second maximum node energy e2nd _ max and the standard deviation of the node energy esd •

We use BIP as the broadcast tree construction algorithm since it yields the best result in terms

of energy-efficiency. The experimental results are shown in Figure 4.7 - 4.10. Some points

are to be noted.

• It is expected that when using the SCR scheme, while the maximum node energy emax

decreases, the average node energy eave will increase. However, compared to the decrease

of emax , the increase of eave is relatively small, approximately half the percentage decrease

of emax .

• The curves of the max node energy emax , the 2nd_Max Node Energy e2nd max and the

Standard Deviation of the node energy esd all give the same results to show that SCR

works well to balance the traffic load of the network. Figure 4.11 summarizes the

performance improvement in percentage.
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Experiment 4:

The objective of this experiment is to show the effect of the residual energy exponent

p. As we stated in Chapter 3, p is a parameter that reflects the importance assigned to the

impact of residual energy. The result is shown in Figure 4.12. We found that for each

individual network p can be chosen to cooperate with SCR schemes. In our simulations, a

proper value of p is between 5 and to, depends on the network size and the initial energy of

the nodes.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary

In this thesis, we looked at the problem of energy-efficient broadcast routing in

wireless Ad Hoc networks. Instead of considering the case when broadcast sessions are

processed one by one in the order of their requests, we studied the case when all the session

requests are processed together. We formulated the problem of Sequence Control Routing

(SCR) and divided the problem into three issues. Intelligent sequencing schemes were

introduced and their performances were evaluated by simulation. Our experimental results

showed that sequence control routing schemes consistendy help to improve network

performance.

5.2 Future Work

As far as we know, we are the first to explore the intelligent sorting problem at the

time that this thesis was written. Although we have done some work to show the results of

this problem, there are still many possible extensions that could be researched. We list some

of them as follows:

• More sequencing schemes can be designed to prioritize the session requests in order to

achieve desired QoS purposes. For instance, the previous routing information could be

used to guide follow-up routings.

• Our work was done with the case of broadcasting, so it is natural to go an extra mile to

consider the multicast case, where there are more parameters to consider.
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